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Nationality concept
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- „Keeping track of MNEs through business group database: The experience of Banco de Portugal“
  Ana Bárbara Pinto, José Alexandre Neves and Tiago Pinho Pereira, Bank of Portugal

- „Cross border bank exposures of non-bank corporations: What can publicly available data tell us?“
  Jose Maria Serena Garralda, BIS

- „Building a multilayer macro-network for the Netherlands: A new way of looking at financial accounts and international investment position data“
  Melle Bijlsmaa, Malka de Castro Camposa, Raymond Chaudrona and David-Jan Janesa, Netherlands Bank

- „Who holds banks‘ debt securities? Statistical methods for allocation by holders“
  Meng He, China State Administration of Foreign Exchange, and Zuzana Filkova, BIS